
Ease Gill



Top Sector

1. Tadpole Testimony 6B+
Climb the nose from a stand start on two good opposing holds.
2. Femur Fracture 6B
Start on good holds to the left of Tadpole Testimony and reach 
for the slopey top. Finish as for TT.
3. Borderline 6C
A one mover from jug crimps to a flat top.
4. Deadly Easy
Sit start from low jugs, climb up and right via good holds, stay-
ing off the juggy flake to the left.
5. Red Water
From jugs climb direct round the small bulge and finish up jugs 
on the headwall, just to the left of the tree.
6. Salad Fingers 7B/+
Climb the compression roof from the back, finish direct.
6a. Rusty Spoons 7B/+
Climb Salad Fingers, but continue leftward in the break to finish 
up ‘Red Water’
7. The Flying Dutchman 7A
Compress the sharp hanging prow from a sit start off a hole at 
the back.
8. The Creation Of Adam 7A
The obvious highball fin above a terrible landing.



Tadpole Testimony Salad Fingers

The Flying Dutchman



1. Jack Of All Trades 6C
Climb the steep wall via good holds to some dirty jugs round the 
lip.
2. Master Of None 7A+
The inner bulge of the cave climbed from a sit from good low 
edges. Finish on the jug hole up and left.
3. Jack Schitt 7C
Start as for ‘Master Of None’, but trend rightward, finishing with 
a big slap to a hold round the bugle from a good undercut and 
uneven crimp.
4. Phantom Force 7C
Start sitting on two holds in the rough red streak.
5. Choss Eye 7A
Start sitting on the left of the archway inside the cave. Follow the 
inside of the cave up via a positive crimp and good holds to fin-
ish on two edges up and left.
5a. Arch Rivals 6C
Start as for ‘Choss Eye’, but on reaching the crimp, make moves 
out to the rail of jugs on the outside of the cave. Follow this to 
finish on the right hand side of the arch.
7. Jumping The Border 7B
Reverse ‘You Shall Not Pass’ to the jug of ‘Border Control’, then 
finish up this.

8. Border Control 7A
The centre of the wall, starting on a good sidepull for your right 
and an incut spike for your left. Climb via a pocket and various 
cracks to reach the finishing hole.
9. Barred From The Country 7A+
Climb the prow on the right, starting from a left hand undercut 
and an uneaven right hand pinch. Finish on a good flat hold high 
up in the loose looking rock.
10. Little Walrus
The very low cave climbed from a sitter without using the left 
wall.

Middle Sector



7

8 9

Barred From The Border 7B
Start as for ‘Barred From The Country’, but at mid height move 
across to finish up ‘Border Control’.
Bored Of The Country 7A+
Start as for ‘Border Control’, but on reaching the jug in the centre 
of the wall trend right to finish up ‘Barred From The Country’.
You Shall Not Pass 7C
Start as for ‘Border Control’, but on reaching the jug move left 
past a lovely sloper to finish on a jug rail to the left.
Balrog 7C+
Link ‘Barred From The Country’ into ‘You Shall Not Pass’.
The Great Escape 7B
Climb ‘Jumping The Border’ but finish as for ‘Bored Of the Coun-
try’.

Link Ups



Bottom Sector

1. Ronald 7B
The prow starting from a jug on the left and finishing on a posi-
tive spike.
2. Gregorovitch 6A+
The centre of the overhanging block, to the right of Ronald.


